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Title
Euclidis Elementa cum commento Campani

Secundo folio
Triangulum equilaterum

Language
Latin

Material
vellum

Measurements
9 ½ x 7 ½ ins.

Collation
18 – 158 164. some quires numbered on first leaf in pencil

Number of leaves
124

Columns
single

Lines to a page
43 to 51

Date
xiii

Handwriting
good small pointed hand, probably French

Binding
old brown calf

Parris 422. Holdsworth 96

Contents
Euclidis Elementorum libri XV 1
Punctus est cui pars non est.
Figures very well drawn in the margin. Comment in smaller script begins 1b after the Definitions etc. Sciendum autem quod preter has communes scientias multas alias
I 46 (47) has the word ‘dulcarnon’ in red by the figure
Lib. II f. 8 III. 10b III. 8 has ‘cauda pauonis’ by the figure, & a red flourish at top. IV. 16b
V. 20 VI. 30b a number of figures in this book are marked as ‘euclidis’ VII. 37 VIII. 46b
IX. 50b X. 57 XI. 81b XII. 93b XIII. 102b XIV. 112b (erroneously numbered X)
XV. 120b
Ends XV. 13: quemadmodum propositum erat inscripsisse
Expl. 15. libri geometrie euclidis cum commento magistri Campani
123b 124 blank.
A very clean book with seemingly no indication of provenance. I believe it to be French.
Seen by Uffenbach, 5 Aug. 1710. Mayor, Cambr. in Reyn of Q. Anne p. 156

Saved 30.9.05. at 16.45